
Safety meaSureS,  
Severe accidentS and  
lessons learned  
from fukushima

nuclear power plantS Safely deliver Significant 
quantitieS of Secure and SuStainable energy to 
communitieS around the world every day. 

Of course, nuclear power must be carefully managed, and safety 
naturally forms a key aspect of reactor design. 

The following explanations outline the safety features of the UK 
ABWR. We look in particular at the 2011 incident at Fukushima, 
and explain some of the measures taken to guard against  
anything similar happening again. 

general principleS of Safety

the principles of safety, if something unexpected 
happens in a nuclear power plant, are very 
straightforward. they focus on ensuring  
control, cooling and confinement. 

1  control – maintaining control of the nuclear reactor 
ensures that the reactor power can be increased, 
decreased or shut down as required. it can be 
achieved via chemical means or using control  
rods containing neutron absorbing material.

2  cooling is about making sure that the reactor 
core – which reaches extremely high temperatures 
during operation – can be safely brought down to a 
manageable temperature. This is usually as simple 
as ensuring that water can be pumped through 
cooling pipes to remove excess heat.

3  confinement ensures that radioactive materials 
inside the reactor do not come into contact in 
harmful quantities to people or the environment. 
This is achieved through multiple physical barriers, 
based mainly on concrete and steel structures.

all these functions are assured on a defence-in-
depth approach. this means that each is achieved 
by multiple means which do not rely on any one 
system, component or process.  
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how the uK abwr meetS  
theSe principleS

the uK abwr is the latest generation of boiling 
water technology. each new design has been 
improved, and has more advanced safety features. 

1  control is primarily achieved through control rods 
containing Boron carbide *(a neutron absorber), 
which are hydraulically forced into the core in an 
emergency situation, completely stopping the 
nuclear reaction. 

2  cooling is achieved via straightforward water 
circulation. There are diverse and redundant ways 
of providing cooling water, including on-site mobile 
pump trucks and a variety of access points.

3  confinement is achieved through a multi-barrier 
approach: The design of fuel itself, The reactor 
Pressure Vessel (rPV), The reinforced concrete 
confinement Vessel (rccV), and lastly the reactor 
building, which has recently been re-designed to 
provide additional protection. 
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rpv
steel pressure vessel 
provides a physical barrier.

emergency 
dieSel 
generatorS
To manage a loss of 
offsite power.

bacKup 
building
To provide vital control 
and recovery facilities in 
the event of a “beyond 
design basis” event.

phySical 
defenceS
To protect the site from 
hazards such as flooding, 
and other external or 
internal risks.

flooded 
drywell
To contain and stabilise  
a molten core.

control rodS
To quickly stop the 
nuclear reaction.

reactor 
building
a newly strengthened 
roof, to guard further 
against any external 
impact. This is designed 
to withstand the worst 
possible aircraft impact.

rccv
a steel and concrete 
shell strong enough to 
withstand aircraft impact, 
deliberate detrimental 
actions, or an internal 
build up of pressure.
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the uK abwr – Key Safety featureS
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fuKuShima accident – an overview

On MARch 11 2011, The FOURTh lARgesT eARThqUAKe On RecORd hiT 
The nORTh-eAsT cOAsT OF JApAn. This MAgniTUde 9.4 evenT cAUsed 
signiFicAnT dAMAge TO AReAs OF cOAsTline, inclUding AROUnd The 
FUKUshiMA dAi’ichi And FUKUshiMA dAi’ini pOWeR sTATiOns, OWned  
And OpeRATed By TepcO. 

Both stations seismic defences worked as expected, and they automatically  
shut-down. The damage to local infrastructure included the destruction of the power 
lines to both power stations, causing a loss of off-site power. however on-site backup 
generators began operating, ensuring that vital functions such as cooling pumps  
could operate. control, cooling and confinement all remained in place. 

around 40 minutes later, a Tsunami approximately 14m high hit the affected coastline, 
causing widespread damage to remaining infrastructure. in one of the stations, 
fukushima dai’ichi, this damaged the backup generators. The station, now without any 
power from outside or within the site, was no longer able to operate its cooling pumps, 
and the ability to cool the reactor was lost. 

over the coming hours, the resulting build-up of heat led to the partial melting  of three 
reactor cores, as well as a range of problems including those associated with spent 
fuel pools. excess steam – caused by high temperatures – was vented from within the 
reactor pressure vessel to reduce pressure. hydrogen particles within the steam were 
also released, causing the dramatic explosions seen on televisions around the world. 

The loss of local infrastructure, and the debris caused by the tsunami, further hampered 
efforts to recover the situation, but over the coming days the reactors were brought to 
a safe state, and the site was ultimately returned to a ‘cold shutdown’. The site is now 
being decommissioned. 

the uK is not subject to the kind of extreme 
natural events that are seen in eastern Japan. 
however we as designers are still committed 
to – and the regulators still demand – the 
most rigorous and robust defences against a 
range of external hazards, such as flooding, 
extreme weather events, aircraft impacts, and 
much more.

a number of countermeasures will be in place 
for the uK abwr – these include a robust 
regulatory enforcement of site defences, to 
reduce the vulnerability to off-site impacts; 
revised consideration of site layout, such 
as positioning back-up buildings on higher 
ground; and increased safety-critical 
protection of emergency generation and  
back-up power systems, such as water-tight 
and impact-proof buildings.

the uK abwr will be equipped with 
increased on-site options to ensure cooling 
in an emergency, including on-site cooling 
vehicles, which can independently ensure the 
circulation of cooling water, and maintained 
cooling. these systems – which will be 
housed in protective buildings – can be 
attached to the station to ensure cooling is 
retained, even if primary cooling systems are 
lost and the site has no power.

in addition to heat removal and back up 
power systems, the uK abwr will also have 
construction machinery, housed in protective 
buildings, so that debris from natural events can 
be swiftly removed in an emergency situation.

and the countermeaSureS propoSed for the uK abwr
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uK regulation – Some Key principleS

1 in 10,000 yearS
in order to satisfy the regulators, uk nuclear power 
stations have to show that they are able to resist 
events, even if they are so rare as to statistically happen 
once in every 10,000 years. This means that when 
considering natural events such as flooding, seismic 
activity and changing landscapes, we aren’t just looking 
at what has happen in recent years and decades,  
but at what has happened over many millennia.

defence-in-depth and 
redundancy
These principles focus on having multiple different 
safety features that do not rely upon any one 
system, component or process – so that if one, 
or multiple, fail – others remain. This is shown in 
the diverse methods available to ensure cooling, 
control and confinement, or the diverse options for 
sustaining on-site power. 

emergency preparedneSS  
in the uK
The uk has had operating nuclear power stations 
since 1956, and emergency preparedness 
measures and arrangements have been under 
continuous development and review throughout 
this time.

communities living adjacent to an operational 
nuclear site receive regular communications not 
just from the site operators, but from the local 
authorities who are responsible for designing, 
managing and reviewing off-site emergency 
planning arrangements and – if ever necessary – 
implementing response plans in cooperation with 
the local emergency services. This will also apply to 
sites where uk aBWrs are constructed, with future 
operators and local authorities putting appropriate 
measures in place.

full scale emergency exercises – involving the local 
authorities, emergency services, site operators and 
all levels of Government – are undertaken regularly, 
and are subject to strict assessment by the  
nuclear regulators.

These exercises test the local planning 
arrangements surrounding an operating nuclear 
power station and are the responsibility of the 
local authority. The extent and distances for these 
planning areas are determined by the nuclear 
regulators following a technical assessment of the 
areas likely to be affected by a radiation emergency. 
The assessments involve consultation with the  
local authorities and include local demographic  
and geographical considerations.

communities within these areas will be given 
regular and clear information on what to do if 
notified of a nuclear emergency. on the whole, uk 
off-site emergency plans focus on initial sheltering 
– staying inside with doors and windows closed – 
for the immediate local population as opposed to 
immediate evacuation of large areas. however each 
site will have its own plans in place and these will 
vary according to what is most appropriate at  
a specific site.

despite the strong levels of emergency planning 
in place, it is important to remember that the uk 
nuclear industry has an excellent safety record, 
and these plans are in place to ensure that 
local communities are well prepared, only in the 
extremely unlikely event that they are needed.  

non-preScriptive and alarp
non –prescriptive regulation means that rather 
than setting a bar that the regulators consider 
‘safe’, designers and developers are expected to 
continually drive risk out of nuclear energy and 
increase safety. 

The alarP principle is focused on reducing risk 
“as low as reasonable Practicable”. in other 
words, it is not enough for a reactor-designer just 
to show that features of a design are as safe as 
competitor designs, or safe to a pre-defined level, 
but they must show that the design reduces risk  
‘as low as reasonably practicable’. 

regulatorS alwayS have  
the final Say
fundamentally, the regulators’ decision is final. 
if they are not happy with a design, it will not be 
built. if they are not saitisfied with the situation at a 
nuclear site, work will be halted until the situation 
is resolved to the regulators satisfaction. no ifs, 
no buts and no-one is exempt. even Government 
cannot overrule the regulator: unless a practice is 
safe, it will not be allowed to take place in the uk.


